
Introducing the DDJ-T1 and DDJ-S1 controllers for users of TRAKTOR and Serato ITCH DJ software. The perfect marriage of software functionality and Pioneer operability for pure control.

DDJ-T1 & DDJ-S1 controllers: UlTImATe OPeRAbIlITy



TRAKTOR PIONEER special edition software installed / Layout mirrors TRAKTOR interface / Four deck control / Six effects / Club standard layout / 

Laptop integration / Needle search function / Record function / Optimised audio circuitry / Plug-and-play connectivity / P-Lock fader cap

Introducing the complete system for users of TRAKTOR software

Meet the DDJ-T1, the ultimate in familiarity and 

control for users of TRAKTOR software. A perfect 

marriage of TRAKTOR functionality and Pioneer’s 

leading-edge hardware, the DDJ-T1 offers the same 

operability and layout as our pro DJ equipment – 

delivering high-level performance while playing music 

files from the computer.

Loaded with TRAKTOR PIONEER DDJ-T1 special 

edition software, the controller opens the door to 

an array of TRAKTOR features not available with the 

standard TRAKTOR LE. Four-channel deck control 

helps DJs exploit the full potential of the software. 

Six effects, twin FX units, loop editing, recording and 

quantising are all there at the touch of a button for 

even greater creative control. And a channel fader 

start function allows DJs to create cue starts directly 

from the controller. Plus the DDJ-T1 supports future 

versions of TRAKTOR, so it will always be up-to-date.

The DDJ-T1’s effects area exactly mirrors the software 

interface, meaning TRAKTOR users will instantly feel at 

home. And it’s the gateway to using our club standard 

equipment, with features including a 115mm diameter 

jog wheel, a needle search function and intuitive four-

channel mixing – with a master/sync button to match 

track speed and tempo. 

DJs can wave goodbye to inconvenient set-ups, 

the unique laptop integration slot lets you slot the 

keyboard in the designated area and keep the screen 

in your line of sight at all times. Then it’s just “plug-

and-play”; the buttons all pre-assigned to the software 

functions, so there’s no need to use the keyboard. The 

controller connects to the computer via a USB cable, 

and can also be powered through the USB port1. Plus, 

Pioneer’s P-Lock fader caps are virtually impossible to 

pull off during the rigours of performance.

The DDJ-T1 delivers the clear, powerful sound the 

industry has come to expect from Pioneer. Optimised 

audio circuitry in the master output area ensures  

high-quality sound that has beaten the competition 

hands down in listening tests. Plus, audio 

characteristics optimal for TRAKTOR have also been 

included to really make this a match made in heaven. 

DDJ-T1: Unlock The poTenTial

Effect control area 
Effects area, with six effects, mirrors the TRAKTOR 

interface for instant familiarity.

Four-channel deck control 
Intuitive four-channel mixing for the ultimate in flexibility. 

Club standard layout 
Features borrowed from Pioneer’s pro DJ range ensure a smooth 

transition from home to club, including the 115mm jog wheel.

Loop editing 
Touch of a button control of loop characteristics and timing.





DDJ-S1: MaxiMiSe perforMance

Integrated Serato ITCH software / Balanced XLR inputs & outputs / Unique laptop integration design eliminating set-up issues / P-Lock fader caps  

to prevent slipping during performance / Built-in sound card / Needle search strip with play position LED / Familiar Pioneer layout and functionality /  

Large 115mm jog wheel / Built to the club standard of the Pioneer CDJ / DJM products / Five Hot Cue buttons / Built-in controls for DJ effects

High-level operability for mobile DJs using Serato ITCH DJ software

The DDJ-S1’s overall layout is directly comparable 

to Pioneer’s popular CDJ-400 player, offering a host 

of advanced Pioneer features. Controls include an 

alphabetic search function for fast, convenient track 

selection, Hot Cue Fader Start, and a slip mode for 

looping, reversing and scratching without losing the 

tempo. Meanwhile the innovative Playing Address 

feature clearly displays track progression on an LED 

display, and the needle search function – borrowed 

from our club standard CDJ-2000 – allows DJs to 

instantly skip to a preferred playback point.

Perfect for the mobile DJ set-up, the DDJ-S1 offers 

balanced XLR input (microphone) and outputs 

(master outputs), for direct, high-quality connection to 

a professional PA system. Among an unprecedented 

variety of input/output options are the two mic inputs 

equipped with a three band EQ and talk-over function, 

to smoothly lower the music volume while MCing.

Like its cousin, the DDJ-T1, the Serato ITCH controller 

has a unique laptop integration design, so DJs can 

slot the keyboard under the unit for full visibility of 

the software interface on the screen – mixed with 

complete control through the hardware. All buttons 

are pre-assigned to the software functions, and the 

controller can be connected to the computer via USB 

cable – so DJs can truly “plug-and-play”, and the hassle 

of losing knobs and buttons is eliminated by the P-Lock 

fader cap, which is virtually impossible to remove 

accidentally while in the mix.

Optimised audio circuitry in the master output area is 

taken from our pro DJ equipment and combined with 

audio characteristics designed specifically for Serato 

ITCH. The result is superior sound quality that makes 

the DDJ-S1 a force to be reckoned with.

Advanced Pioneer features 
Including the popular slip mode for looping, reversing and 

scratching without changing the track’s tempo.

Intelligent effect control area 
Access Serato Itch’s extensive effects suite from the controller.

Playing Address feature 
Clear LED display shows the progression through the track.

Multiple inputs and outputs 
Including a balanced XLR input and output for direct connection to a 

PA system with no loss of sound quality.





The unique laptop* integration design of both the DDJ-T1 and the DDJ-S1 eliminates complicated and bulky set-ups, putting the screen in close 
view at all times. And, as both models have been built from the ground up with the software in mind, the layout reflects what you see on the 
screen – offering instant, intuitive control without ever touching the keyboard.

The coMpleTe SeT-Up for efforTleSS operabiliTy DDJ-T1
Four deck control 
Instantly add tracks, loops or samples from 
four decks.

Six effects 
Can be linked and combined for back-to-back 
use during performance, with all information 
displayed on screen.

Recording 
Record function is available straight from the 
controller to the laptop.

Playlist navigation 
Quickly and easily scroll through tracks to 
select the one you need.

Needle Search function 
Quickly skip through a track to your preferred 
playback point.

*Laptop not included



DDJ-S1
Two deck control 
Operate both decks using dedicated controls.

Alphabetic search function 
Locate and select your tracks alphabetically.

Effects activation and monitoring 
Effects buttons and knobs let DJs select and define 
effects while the settings are clearly visible on  
the screen.

Needle Search function 
Quickly skip through a track to your preferred 
playback point.

Five Hot Cue buttons 
The DDJ-S1 has five Hot Cue buttons to correspond 
with the functionality Serato users expect.

Recording 
Record function is available straight from the 
controller to the laptop.



Main specifications: DDJ-S1

Included software  Serato ITCH

Input terminals  MIC x 2 (top XLR / 1/4 inch PHONE x 1, front 1/4 inch PHONE x 1)

AUX x 1 (RCA)

Output terminals  MASTER OUT x 2 (XLR x 1, RCA x 1)

 HEADPHONE MONITOR OUT x 2 (front 1/4 inch PHONE, Mini Pin)

Other terminals  USB B connector x 1

Frequency range  20 Hz to 20 kHz

Total harmonic distortion  0.006% or less

Included AC adapter  Power 100 V AC 50/60 Hz, rated output 5 V DC

External dimensions  680 mm (W) x 95.2 mm (H) x 317.7 mm (D)

Weight 5.0 kg

Features and specifications of the products described or illustrated in this catalogue are correct at the time of printing but could change as production changes might occur.  This catalogue may contain typographical errors and the colours of the depicted 
products may deviate slightly from reality.  Consult your Pioneer dealer to ensure that actual features and specifications match your requirements.  This catalogue may contain references to products that may or will not be available in your country.  

Designed and produced by Planet Interactive Arts Limited, www.planet-ia.com DDJ-T1/S1-8PP-PEE

Some functions are limited. Depending on the computer’s USB port power supply, it may be necessary to use the supplied AC adapter.

Pioneer Europe N.V.  Multimedia Division, Slough  SL2 4QP, UK   TEL  +44 (0) 1753 789789

Main specifications: DDJ-T1

Included software  TRAKTOR PIONEER DDJ-T1 EDITION

Input terminals  MIC x 1 (1/4 inch PHONE)

AUX x 1 (RCA)

Output terminals  MASTER OUT x 2 (1/4 inch PHONE x 1, RCA x 1)

 HEADPHONE MONITOR OUT x 2 (front 1/4 inch PHONE, Mini Pin)

Other terminals  USB B connector x 1

Frequency range  20 Hz to 20 kHz

Total harmonic distortion  0.006% or less

Included AC adapter  Power 100 V AC 50/60 Hz, rated output 5 V DC

External dimensions  680 mm (W) x 95.2 mm (H) x 317.7 mm (D)

Weight 4.9 kg
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